


BLOC® since ’88 – a British performance eyewear brand.

BLOC® - an innovation-driven designer, manufacturer 
and distributor of high-performance eyewear, including 
sunglasses and ski/snowboard goggles.

From the outset, BLOC® has offered affordable and 
desirable eyewear. Optimising safety and performance to 
meet the increased demands from those who settle for 
nothing less than the clearest, sharpest and most technical 
eyewear available.
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XR60

XW60

polarised P60

X60N

XR630S

XB60

life-sport



X46

X4 polarised PR4 polarised P40

X301

polarised P301

X303
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polarised P120

X500



W302 - box set

W301 - box set WR301S - singles

WB301S - singles W301S - singles

life-sport
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X631

X633 X630

XR630

XB630polarised P630

X632



XB630S

X630S

X633S

X632S

X631S

photochromic PH630Spolarised P630S

XR630S

life-sport
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Karbon TX dual 
core injection

optical class one lens

XTR Karbon8 lens
(BS EN ISO 12312-1:2013)

frames
  BLOC® sports frames are formed  

from Karbon TXTM dual Core injection  
or Nylon66TM

  Fitted with an optical or sports hinge

  Several sports models are fitted with 
BLOC®’s new performance TTFTM adjustable 
nose piece.

lenses
  BLOC® XTR Karbon8TM lenses are optical 

class one for maximum clarity and distortion 
free vision

  Engineered for maximum UV protection from 
harmful ultra violet rays. BLOC®’s lenses are 
the clearest, sharpest and most technically 
advanced available.

New 
Optical Insert for Prescription wearers

Easy to fit and remove, can accommodate a wide 
range of prescription lenses. Simply take to your 
optician, have your prescription fitted, then clip 
onto the Bronx, Titan or Scorpion models when 
needed. A great low cost way to convert your stylish 
sunglasses into perscription lenses. 



sports hinge

BX1000
core injected 
temple tip

TTF
adjustable
nose piece

vented lens

XTR Karbon8 lens
(BS EN ISO 12312-1:2013)

frames
  BLOC® interchangeable frames are  

formed from Karbon TXTM dual core  
injection or Nylon66TM

  Fitted with sports hinges

  Fully adjustable TTFTM nose pads.

lenses
   BLOC® XTR Karbon8TM lenses are optical 

class one for maximum clarity and distortion 
free vision

  Engineered for maximum UV protection from 
harmful ultra violet rays. BLOC®’s lenses are 
the clearest, sharpest and most technically 
advanced available

  Revolutionary interchangeable lens switch 
technology (titan model).
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polarised P806

polarised P805

polarised P803

polarised P803

polarised P800 F802

polarised P807

lifestyle



F601

F600 polarised P605

polarised P603

polarised P604

polarised P606

lifestyle
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available June 2016
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F250
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F83N

F216N

lifestyle



lifestyle

CB22N

polarised P100 polarised PT22

F200

F400
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F372

F373

F50

F51

lifestyle



F190N

F191N

available June 2016

X603

X600

lifestyle
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X601

X602

wires

polarised P665

lifestyle



wires

polarised P665F663

polarised P664

polarised P661 polarised P662
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polarised P137

F138

F134 F130

available June 2016

F300

F301 F302

wires



available June 2016

F451

F450

F180

F181

wireswires
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X202

polarised P135

polarised P330



frames
  Comfortable and lightweight TmetalTM frames 

are formed from a fusion of stainless steel 
and monel. The frames are hypoallergenic  
and nickel free

  Adjustable nose pads to maintain a secure fit

 Fitted with an optical hinge.

lenses
  BLOC® XTR Karbon8TM lenses are 

optical class one for maximum clarity 
and protection. Distortion free vision

  Engineered for maximum UV protection 
from harmful ultra violet rays. BLOC®’s  
lenses are the clearest, sharpest and 
most technically advanced available.

6 base curve

BLOC® Tmetal
 TM

optical class one

silicone  
nose pad

XTR Karbon8 lens
(BS EN ISO 12312-1:2013)

nickel free 
hypo-allergenic

optical hinge
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goggles

ER3



ER7

ER1

ER5

ER3

ER6

includes additional all-weather lens
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X601

A04

A02

A06

A09

A08

A011

A010

goggles



STW1

STW11

goggles

STW20

STW21
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MK6

MK2

MK8

MK10

MK4

MK9

MK3

MK7

goggles



ICE04

ICE02

ICE03

ICE09

ICE08

ICE05

ICE07

goggles
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B04

B019

B040

goggles



JM011

JM03

JM05

JM07

JM08

JM09

JM04

JM01

JM06

goggles
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E04

E017

E02

E03 E05

E07

E08 E016

E06E010

E014



dual  
adjustable 
strap

tri-layer moisture  
wicking insulation fleece Click 3TM nose adjustment

superior XT  
anti-fog dual lens

vented lens

frames
  BLOC®  snow goggles are flexible and offer 

exceptional peripheral vision.

  Extremely comfortable tri-layer moisture 
wicking insulated fleece

  Features BLOC®’s patented spring lockTM  
easy lens removal systems (equaliser model)

  Adjustable click3TM nose adjustment to 
maintain a secure fit (on selected models)

  OTG option fits over most prescription 
eyewear. A recess in the tri-layer fleece 
prevents pressure from the optical arms, 
and a deeper chamber in the frame allows the 
glasses to sit in position. (spirit3 model)

  Fully adjustable head strap with ASTTM  
non-slip coating.

lenses
  Superior XTTM anti-fog performance  

dual lens. Features outer 
polycarbonate lens together with 
an inner acetate lens providing the 
solution to combat fogging

  Vented lens air system (available on 
selected models) 

  Lens tints available for all weather 
conditions

Spring lockTM
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eyewear standards
BLOC® performance eyewear exceeds
BS EN IS0 12312-1:2013 standards

goggle standards 
BLOC®  snow goggles exceed European 
directive 89/686/Cee in accordance 
with Ce en174 : 2001. The lenses prevent 
harmful UVA and UVB rays up to 400nm, 
ensuring the best possible eye protection 
and performance

warranty 
BLOC® eyeware is guaranteed for 12 
months from the date of purchase against 
manufacturer defects. Proof of purchase 
is necessary from an authorised BLOC® 
dealer. BLOC® warranty program does not 
cover scratched lenses.

light categories

green: 
This green tint reduces eye fatigue in bright conditions and 
offering enhanced definition in lower light. 

grey (sunglass and goggle): 
Transmits the full colour spectrum. It does not change 
the way colours are seen and is ideally suited for 
prolonged wearing in bright conditions and for people 
who have intolerance to colour transformation.

clear: 
Used at night or in low light conditions, protects against 
foreign particles and wind.

citrus: 
A high definition lens ideally suited to low light conditions.

vermilion: 
A high definition lens ideally suited for medium to bright 
light conditions.

HDL: 
A high definition lens ideally suited for medium to 
bright light conditions. The light vermilion/violet tint 
helps with contrast against blue and green. It offers 
excellent definition in low light conditions with acceptable 
protection when bright. Ideal for sports played on grass, 
particularly golf.

orange - (sunglass and goggle): 
A high definition lens ideally suited for medium to bright 
light conditions.

orange - revo blue - (goggle): 
A high definition lens ideally suited for medium to bright 
light conditions. An anti-fog coating is applied.

brown: 
Work effectively in varying light conditions and help to 
reduce eyestrain.

red mirror (sunglass and goggle): 
Heavily tinted for bright to extremely bright light conditions.

blue mirror (sunglass and goggle): 
Heavily tinted for bright to extremely bright light conditions.

green mirror (goggle): 
Heavily tinted for bright to extremely bright light conditions.

gold mirror (sunglass and goggle): 
Heavily tinted for bright to extremely bright light conditions.

polarised: 
BLOC®’s advanced polarised lens PCP™ significantly reduces the 
uncomfortable glare found bouncing off reflective surfaces.  This 
light can hide dangers when on your bike, water or on snow.

photochromic - (sunglass and goggle): 
The photochromic lens automatically adjusts to changing light, 
gradually darkening when activated by sunlight and returns to its 
original state when away from sunlight.

fi lter cat. description usage symbol light transmission

0 Light tint sunglasses Limited reduction of 
sunglare 100-80%

1 Light tint sunglasses Limited protection 
against sunglare 80-43%

2 General purpose 
sunglasses

Good protection 
against sunglare 43-18%

3 General purpose 
sunglasses

High protection 
against sunglare 18-8%

4
Very dark special 

purpose sunglasses, 
very high sunglare 

reduction

Very high protection 
against extreme 

sunglare, e.g. at sea. 
over snowfi elds, on 

high mountains or in 
desert

8-3%
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BLOC® believes service and support is essential to success. Our appointed French agents, H2eau 
Sports, are here to support you and your stores. 

 From the initial meeting, right through to arranging fast delivery, replenishment and    
 merchandising, H2eau Sports will provide industry leading service.

  H2eau Sports will provide regular store visits for stock replenishment and rotation, 
merchandising and product training.

  BLOC® prides itself on its unrivaled customer service, including its legendary 24hr fast 
 turn around.

If you are interested in becoming a BLOC® authorised stockist in France please contact our 
exclusive French agents, H2eau Sports.

Email: info@h2eau.fr 
Tel :  07 87 55 73 60
UK Tel : +44 (0) 78 81 29 99 46
 

*New counter top cardboard display 
now available for the Titan range, please 

ask for more information.



For all sales enquiries please contact H2eau Sports 
Email : info@h2eau.fr 

Tel :  07 87 55 73 60
UK Tel : +44  (0) 78 81 29 99 46

Exclusive Sales Agents 
for France

bloceyewear.com
BLOC® Systems Limited

6 Birtley Courtyard, Birtley Road, Bramley, Guildford, Surrey GU5 0LA

Catalogue produced by H2eau Sports Marketing
Contact: marketing@h2eau.fr

 BLOC® delivers like no-one else!


